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Abstract. The main aim of this paper is to show that every two-generator

subgroup of any one-relator group with torsion is either a free product of

cyclic groups or is a one-relator group with torsion. This result is proved by

using techniques for reducing pairs of elements in certain HNN groups.

These techniques not only apply to one-relator groups with torsion but also

to a large number of other groups, and some additional applications of the

techniques are included in the paper. In particular, examples are given to

show that the following result of K. Honda is no longer true for infinite

groups: if g is a commutator in a finite group G then every generator of

sgp{ g) is a commutator in G. This confirms a conjecture of B. H. Neu-

mann.

1. Introduction. The principal aim of this paper is to establish the following

result.

Main Theorem. Let G = </, a, A,... ; /?"), where R is cyclically reduced

and n > 1. Every two-generator subgroup of G is either a free product of two

cyclic groups or is a one-relator group with torsion.

This theorem will be proved using results and techniques developed in [5],

[6] and, most especially, in [7]. Indeed this paper should be regarded as an

addendum to [7]. The book [3] by Magnus, Karrass and Solitar will be used

throughout as standard reference for notation and background material.

Unexplained concepts and notation which cannot be found in [3] will be as in

[5], [6] and [7]. Complete familiarity with §2 of [7] will be assumed.

An immediate consequence of the Main Theorem is: every two-generator

subgroup of a one-relator group with torsion is either free or has torsion. This

reinforces the feeling many people have that, apart from the complications

introduced by having elements of finite order, one-relator groups with torsion

behave much like free groups. B. B. Newman and I once thought that every

finitely generated subgroup of a one-relator group with torsion would either

be free or have torsion. However, Newman has provided the following
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example to show that this need not be the case, even for three-generator

subgroups.

Let G = {a, t; (t~la~xta2)2} and let £ be the normal subgroup generated

by a2, t. Then, as a group, £ is generated by t, a2, ata~x, and has presenta-

tion

L = <t,y,z;[y,z-x][r\y-l]y>

under the mapping t h» t,y h» a2, z\-+ ata~x. It can be shown that the relator

of L is not a primitive in the free group on t,y, z, so £ is not free.

Another consequence of the Main Theorem is the following result.

Let G = </, a, b,... ; £"> where n > 1. Let u,v be a pair of words in the

generators of G. Then either every relation between u and v is a consequence of

a single relation T'(u, v) = 1 with / > 1, or there is a pair of associated

primitives P (x, y), Q (x, y) in the free group on x, y, and every relation between

u and v is a consequence of relations Pp(u, v) = 1, Qq(u, v) = 1 for certain

integers p, q.

To prove this, note that, by the Main Theorem, there is a generating pair

(w, z) of sgp{u,v) such that either every relation between w and x is a

consequence of relations wp = 1, zq = 1 for certain integers p, q, or every

relation between w and z is a consequence of a single relation S'(w, z) = 1

with / > 1. Now free products of two cyclic groups have one £-system of

generating pairs by the Grushko-Neumann Theorem, and two-generator

one-relator groups with torsion have one £-system of generating pairs by the

Principal Lemma of [7]. Thus (u, v) lies in the same £-system as (w, z).

Consequently (see [5, p. 333]), there is an automorphism ¡p of the free group

on x,y such that if Xx(w, z) — 1,..., Xr(w, z) = 1 is a system of defining

relations between the generators w, z, and if u/ is applied to each of the words

Xx(x,y),..., Xr(x,y) to get words Yx(x,y),..., Yr(x,y), then Yx(u, v) =

1,..., Yr(u, v) = 1 constitutes a system of defining relations between the

generators », v. The result now follows.

In actual fact the above result can be obtained directly from the proof of

the Main Theorem. In addition, it can be shown that // G is countably

generated then there is an algorithm to obtain for any pair of words u, v in the

generators of G a system of defining relations between u and v of the form

described above. An explicit proof of this result will not be given, but the

proof of the Main Theorem will be presented in such a way so as to enable

the reader to deduce the result if he or she desires to do so. As well as this,

some other (simpler) applications of the techniques used in the proof of the

Main Theorem are given below, and reasonably detailed information con-

cerning algorithmic questions is given there.

In order to prove the Main Theorem the following result is required. Recall
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[5] that if G is an HNN group with stable letter /, then the following

transformations of pairs (Wx, W¿) of /-reduced words are called elementary

transformations:

(a) interchanging Wx and W2;

(b) replacing W¡ by W? for i = 1,2;

(c) replacing W¡ by the /-reduced form of one of WJW¡, W¡ Wf for / ^ /

and leaving Wj fixed;

(d) replacing Wx and W2 by the /-reduced forms of T~XWXT, T~XW2T

respectively, where F is a /-reduced word.

Theorem 1. Let G be an HNN group with base H, stable letter t, and

associated subgroups K_x and Kx. Suppose that K_x and Kx are malnormal

subgroups of H. Let (X, Y) be a pair of t-reduced words in the generators of G.

Then (X, Y) can be transformed by a finite sequence of elementary transforma-
A A

tions to a pair (X, Y) where either:

(l)sgp{X,Y) = sgp{X)*ssp{Y);or

(2) X and Y are t-free; or

(3) X has the form thxth2- • • thr where r > 0 and the h¡ are t-free, Y is t-free

and defines a nontrivial element of K_X,X~XYX t-reduces to a t-free word.

If t-reducing is algorithmic then there is an algorithm for obtaining for any

pair(X, Y) the pair (X, Y).

This result is a generalization of Theorem 6 of [5], and indeed the proof is a

refinement of the proof of that result. The proof will be given in §2.

The importance of Theorem 1 is that in many cases it provides a link

between the two-generator subgroup structure of G and the two-generator

subgroup structure of the base H. This is particularly helpful when it comes

to dealing with one-relator groups using the inductive techniques developed

by Magnus and others. Theorem 1 is also helpful in analysing the two-genera-

tor subgroup structure of a large number of groups which are not one-relator

groups. Partly to illustrate this, and partly to pave the way for the calculations

needed to prove the Main Theorem, some additional applications of Theorem

1 are now given.

Let 7/ = (a, A; Rx, R2,... > and assume a and A have the same order.

Assume further that sgp{a} and sgp(A} are malnormal in H, and that no

nontrivial power of a is conjugate to a power of A.(') Let G =

<a, A, /; Rx, R2,..., t~xat = A>. It will be shown in certain circumstances

that the two-generator subgroup structure of G is completely determined by

the two-generator subgroup structure of 77. Indeed, assuming certain equations

hold in H (see (4) and (5)), it turns out that every two-generator subgroup of G

is isomorphic to either a free product of cyclic groups, or a subgroup of H, or an

(') Examples of groups satisfying these conditions can be found in [5, §§1.4, 3.1, 3.2, 3.3].
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HNN group with base a two-generator subgroup sgp{am, h~lbmh) of H and

with associated subgroups sgp{<3m), sgp{A_1AmA}.(2) In addition, suppose that

for each pair of words hx,h2ina,b there is given a set D(A,, h^ of words in

variables x,y such that the kernel of the homomorphism x h» A,,y (-» A2 of

the free group on x,y to sgp{A,, A2) is the normal closure of D(A„ A^in

other words, (x, y; W(x, y) (W G D(A,, Aj))> is a presentation for

sgp{A,, A2} associated with the generators A,, A2. Then using these given

presentations of the two-generator subgroups of H there is a method for

obtaining for any pair of t-reduced words (X, Y) in the generators of G a

presentation for sgp{Ar, Y) associated with the generators X, Y. This method is

algorithmic provided the following conditions are satisfied: the generalised

word problem for sgp{a} and sgp{A} in H is solvable, so that /-reducing is

algorithmic; there is an algorithm to calculate for any word A in a and b the

order in H of the element defined by A (i.e. the order problem for H is

solvable).

Let (A", Y) be a pair of /-reduced words in the generators of G, and obtain

from (X, Y) the pair (X, Y) as in Theorem 1. Then there is a finite sequence

of^ pairs (X0, Y0), (Xx, Yx),..., (X„ Y,) where (*0, Y0) - (X, Y), (X„ Y¡) =

(X, Y), and where the pair (X¡, Y¡) is obtained from (X¡_x, Y¡_x) by an

elementary transformation for / = 1, . . . , /. Now suppose

<*,y; U(x,y), ...> is a presentation of sgp{jf, Y) associated with the

generators (X, Y). Then a presentation <x, y: U,_x(x, y), . . . > for

sgp{Ar/_,, Y,_x) associated with the generators X¡_x, Y,_x is derived as

follows. If (X, Y) is obtained from (X¡_x, Y,_x) by simply interchanging X,_x

and Y,_x then take U,_x(x,y) = l)(y,x),...; if (X, Y) = (Xflx, Y,eix) take

£//-.(*> v) = Û(x'\yti),... ; if (X, Y) is obtained from (X,_x, Y,_x) by

replacing X,_x by the /-reduced form of X,_XY'_X and leaving Y,_x fixed take

U,_x(x,y) = U(xy',y), . . ., and for other transformations as in (c) proceed

similarly; if (X, Y) is obtained from (X,_x, Y¡_x) by a transformation as in

(d), then take U,_x(x,y) = U(x,y),.... Now using the presentation for

sgpfA^j, Y¡_x) one obtains, in a similar manner, a presentation for

sgP{^/-2> ^-2}' and s° on, finally obtaining a presentation for sgp{A', Y)

associated with the generators X, Y.

It will now be indicated how to obtain a presentation for sgp{X, Y}

associated with the generators X, Y.

If (1) holds then all that is required is to know the orders of X and Y. In

this connection it is useful to recall (see [8, Theorem II]) that the only

elements of finite order in G are conjugates of elements of finite order in 77.

If (2) holds then use the presentation <x,y; W(x,y) (W E D(X, Y))}.

(2) It, of course, follows from general subgroup theorems [2] that every two-generator subgroup

of G is an HNN group.
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Suppose (3) holds. Then it follows from Lemma 3 of [5] that r = 1, so that

X = th for some /-free word A, and Y = am for some integer m. To obtain a

presentation for sgp{/A, am) consider the three generators th,am,h~xbmh

(= (th)~xam(th)). Suppose the following equations hold:

(4) sgp(úfffl, h~xbmh) n sgp(a} = sgp(am};

(5) sgp{AamA-1, bm) n sgp{A} = sgp{Am}.

Then it follows that:

a   set   of   defining   relations   between   the   generators

,,,. th,am,h~xbmh is obtained by finding a set of defining relations

between the generators am,h~xbmh and then adding the addi-

tional relation (th)~xam(th) = h~xbmh.

To prove this it must be shown that every word W in th, am, h~xbmh which

is equal to 1 is a consequence of the relations as described. The proof is by

induction on the number of occurrences of th in W. If there are none then the

fact that W is equal to 1 is a consequence of the defining relations between

am and h~xbmh. Suppose now that W involves th and that W = 1. Then it

follows from Britton's Lemma that W has a subword t'kt~' where A: is a word

in a and A which defines an element of sgp(a) (if e = -1) or sgp{A} (if

c = 1). Consequently, either W has a subword (/A)-1w(/A) where w is a word

in am,h~xbmh which is equal to a power of a, or W has a subword

(th)w(th)~x where w is a word in am, h~xbmh which is equal to a power of A.

If the former case occurs then it follows from (4) that w is equal to a power

(amy of am, and this equality is, of course, a consequence of the defining

relations between am and h~xbmh. Now the relation (th)~xam(th) = A~'AmA

implies that (th)~x(amY(th) = (h~xbmhy, and replacing the subword

(/A)"'w(/A) of W by (h~xbmhy gives a word W' with less occurrences of th,

and so the inductive hypothesis applies to W'. If the latter case occurs then a

similar argument can be employed, making use of (5).

It   now   follows   from   (f)   that   <x, y; W(x, y~xxy)   (W(x, y) E

D(am, A_1AmA))> is a presentation for sgp{/A, am) associated with the genera-

tors th, am.

A few applications of the general results described above will now be given.

(A) Let H = (a, A; Rx, R2,... >. Assume that sgp{a) and sgp{A) are

malnormal in 77. Assume also that for all words h in a and b and all integers m,

(4) and (5) hold, and that furthermore, sgp{am, h~xbmh) is free of rank 2 unless

either m = 0, or \m\ = 1 and h = A V for suitable integers k, p. Let G =

<a, A, /; Rx, R2,. . . ,t~xat = A>. Then every two-generator group properly

contained in G is isomorphic either to a subgroup of H or a free product of cyclic

groups.
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Although the conditions imposed on H in (A) are quite severe it can be

shown that they are satisfied for various groups which are combinatorially

similar to the free group of rank 2. (See [5, §§3.1, 3.2.].)

The conditions of (A) are satisfied in particular if H = <a, A; (arb)',

(ar+1A)"> (|/|, |n| * 1; if / * 0 then r * 0; if n * 0 then r ¥= -1). Since 7/ is

a free product of cyclic groups every subgroup of H is also a free product of

cyclic groups [3, p. 243]. This gives the first part of the next result.

(B) Let G = <a, /; (arrxat)1, (ar+,/-,a/)n> (|/|, \n\ + 1; /// * 0 then r*0;if

«7*0 then r =£ —I). Every two-generator group properly contained in G is a

free product oj cyclic groups. Moreover, there is an algorithm which, given any

pair of words (u, v) in a, t either enables one to deduce that u and v generate G,

or produces a pair of associated primitives P, Q in the free group on x,y and a

pair of integers p, q such that <x,y; Pp, Q*) is a presentation of sgp{u, v)

associated with the pair u, v.

To obtain the algorithm described in the second part of (B) one uses the

fact that in the group H = {a, b; (arb)', (ar+xb)")> there is an effective proce-

dure for calculating for any pair of words A,, A2 in a, A a pair of associated

primitives S, T in the free group on x, y and a pair of integers a, ß such that

<x,y; S", Tß} is a presentation of sgp{A,, A2} associated with A,, A2.

By making use of (B) it is possible to confirm a conjecture of B. H.

Neumann. Several years ago K. Honda [1] proved the following theorem: if G

is a finite group and g is a commutator in G then every generator of sgp{ g) is

a commutator. Neumann has conjectured that this result should no longer be

true in general for infinite groups, and Jim Wiegold has suggested that an

example to verify this might be found by considering the group G =

<a, /; [a, /]5> and showing that [a, t]2 is not a commutator. Wiegold's

suggestion is taken up in the next result.

(C) Let G = <fl, /; [a, /]"> with n > I. Then [a, t]m (0 < m < ri) is a com-

mutator in G if and only if m = 1, n — 1.

To prove this, suppose [u, v] = [a, t]m. Then u and v must generate G. For

otherwise sgp{«, v} would be a free product of two cyclic groups by (B) and

so the derived group of sgp{u, v) would be free and therefore torsion-free

(see [3, p. 113]). Now G has one Nielsen equivalence class of generating pairs

(see [7, Principal Lemma](3)), and so it follows from Theorem 3.9 of [3] that

[u, v] = T~x[a, t]eT for some element T of G. It now follows from general

results concerning one-relator groups with torsion that T E sgp{[o, /]} and

m = e mod n. However, in the present special case this can be established

directly as follows. Consider the HNN presentation of G with base H =

(3) For a simpler derivation of this fact in the present special case, see [4, Theorem 1].
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{a, b; (a~lb)"}, stable letter /, and associated subgroups sgp{a}, sgp{6), and

assume without loss of generality that £ is a /-reduced word. Since

T~l(a~lb)eT = (a~xb)m, T must be /-free, for a~xb is not conjugate in 77 to a

power of either a or b (a~lb has finite order whereas a and b have infinite

order!). Thus the equation T~x(a~xb)'T = (a~lb)m takes place in the free

product //, and it is not difficult to verify using the theory of free products

that £ is a power of a~xb and m = e mod n.

The proof of the Main Theorem will now be given. The proof is by

induction on £(£).

If £(£) = 0, 1, or more generally if £ involves at most one generator, then

the result follows using the theory of free products of cyclic groups.

Suppose £ involves at least two generators, say a, t.

Case A. Either oa(R) = 0or a,(£) = 0.

Assume for definiteness that o,(R) = 0. Calculations will be done with

reference to the HNN presentation of G with stable letter / and fixed

generator a. The base H of G is a one-relator group with relator £", where

L(P) < £(£). It therefore follows from Theorem 1 that a description of the

two-generator subgroups of G will be completed once a description of the

two-generator subgroups generated by a pair of the form

(/A, • • • thr, A)-where r > 0, the A, are /-free, A is a non trivial element of

K_x, (thx • • • thr)~xk(thx • • • thr) /-reduces to a /-free word-is obtained.

It can be assumed without loss of generality that A is a nonempty cyclically

reduced word in the generators of £_,. For suppose k = z~xkz where A is

cyclically reduced. Let zx be the /-reduced form of t~xzt, and consider instead

of the pair (/A, • • • thr, k) the pair (tzxhx • • • thrz~\ A).

Now since (/A, • • • thr)~lk(thx • • • thr) /-reduces to a /-free word, it

follows from Lemma 5 of [7] that t~r(thx- • ■ thr) /-reduces to a /-free word

A, and it therefore suffices to consider sgp{/'A, A}. If A and A both belong to

sgp{¿(. (/' G Z), c¡ (i GZ),...} then sgp{/rA, A} is contained in the free

group sgp{/, b, c,... }, and is therefore itself free.

Suppose that not both of A, A belong to sgp{6, (i G Z), c, (/' G Z),... }. As

in (A) of [7], up to conjugation by a power of / it can be assumed that

AAA-1 E Kx. Let A(0),..., A(X) be the standard //-elements associated with

(t% A). Then sgp{/rA, A) is, of course, generated by the elements

t% A(0),..., A(X). Now it turns out that a result analogous to (f) holds. In

fact:

a set of defining relations between the generators

trh, A(0),. .., A(X) is obtained by finding a set of defining

(tt) relations between the generators A(0), . . . , A(X) and then adding

the additional relations (/rA)_1Aw(/rA) = A(/+1) for i =

0.....A- 1.
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(See Proposition 1, §3.)

Now assume first that X > 1 so that h E K_x. If hkwh~x E K_x then

A£(0)A_1, .. ., A&(A)A_1 freely generate a subgroup of K_x, and so it follows

from (tf) that sgp{/rA, k) is free of rank 2. On the other hand if hk(X)h~x E

KX\K_X then (hki0)h~x,..., A/c(X)A-1) is (a0, aw)-admissible, and so it

follows from Theorem 1 of [6] that either hk{0)h~x,..., A^A-1 freely

generate a subgroup of H, or some conjugate of the relator F" of 7/ is freely

expressible as a word Qn(hk(%-X, ..., hkwh~x) in Afc^A-1,..., hkwh~x

and every relation between A&(0)A_l,..., A&(X)A~' is a consequence of the

relation Q" = 1. If the former situation occurs then it follows from (ft) that

sgp{/rA, k) is free of rank 2, while if the latter situation occurs it follows

from (ff) that every relation between trh and A: is a consequence of the single

relation Qn(k,..., (trh)~xk(trhf) = 1.

Now suppose that X = 1. Then it follows from the inductive hypothesis that

sgp{fc(0), kw) is either a free product of cyclic groups or a one-relator group

with torsion, and naturally one would hope to use this fact together with (ff)

to deduce that sgp{/rA, k) is also either a free product of cyclic groups or a

one-relator group with torsion. However, suppose that sgp{fc(0), k(X)) were a

free product of two finite cyclic groups. Then by the Grushko-Neumann

Theorem there would be a pair of associated primitives S(x,y), T(x,y) in

the free group on x, y and a pair of integers a, ß each greater than 1 such that

every relation between &(0) and km would be a consequence of the relations

Sa (k®\ kw) = 1,        T" (k(0\ kw) = 1.

It would then follow from (ft) that every relation between trh and k would be

a consequence of the relations

Sa(k, (trh)~xk(trh))= 1,

TP(k,(trhyxk(trh)) = l,

and it can be deduced from this that sgp{/7¿, k} is not a free product of

cyclic groups or a one-relator group with torsion. It therefore becomes

necessary to show that sgp{&(0), kw) is not a free product of two finite cyclic

groups. This is immediate if km E K_ „ for then &(0) and k{X) freely generate

a subgroup of the free group K_,. If kw G K_, then the following result

applies.
Let B = (xj (j E J); Km> with m > 1, and for/ G J define L} to be the

subgroup of B generated by the generators of B other than x,. Then it will be

shown in §3 that B (or more precisely this presentation of B) has the

following property: jor each j E J, if u E Lj (u ¥= 1), and v G L¡, then every

relation between u and v is a consequence of a single relation Ql(u, v) = 1,

/ > 1 (where Q may be freely equal to the empty word). This property will be
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referred to in the sequel as property-SRS^). It is worth remarking that the

proof of this result gives a method for calculating for any pair u, v as above a

defining relation Q'(u, v) = 1 between u and v, and in the case when B is

countably generated this method can be developed into an algorithm.

It now follows that every relation between A(0) and A(1) is a consequence of

a single relation ß'(A(0), A(1)) = 1 with / > 1 (even, as remarked above, if

A(I) G £_■), and so, by (ft), every relation between trh and A is a

consequence of the single relation Q'(k, (trh)~xk(trh)) = 1.

This completes the argument for Case A.

Case B. oa(R) i- 0 and o,(R) ¥= 0.

Let a = oa(R) and t = o,(R), and let G = </, 5,b,c,... ;£">, where R is

the word obtained from £ by replacing / by ta and a by 5t~T and then

cyclically reducing. Then G is embedded into G by the mapping.

/ h»/a,   ah»û/~T,   b h» b,   c h»c,_
— —»

Now oy(£) = 0, and so one can consider the HNN presentation of G with

stable letter / and fixed generator a. The base is then another one-relator

group with relator £" and the length of £ is less than £(£). One can

therefore use an argument similar to that used in Case A to describe the

two-generator subgroups of G, and so, in particular, the two-generator sub-

groups of G.

2. Proof of Theorem 1. Only the first part of Theorem 1 will be proved

explicitly; the reader will be able to obtain from this the proof needed for the

second part. The proof follows fairly closely the proof of Theorem 6 of [5],

and certain parts of the proof which are similar to parts of the proof of

Theorem 6 of [5] will be omitted.

Let (X, Y) be a pair of /-reduced words in the generators of G, and obtain

from (X, Y) the pair (X, Y) as in Theorem 5 of [5]. If J Y\ > 0 then

sgp{A", Y) is free of rank 2 and in this case it suffices to take (X, Y) to be the

pair(X,Y). _

Suppose | Y | = 0. Let £ be the initial segment of X such that the /-reduced

form of T~XXT is the cyclically /-reduced form U of X. By Lemma 6 of [5]

there is a /-free word A and a terminal segment £2 of T, which is either empty

or has /-length greater than zero, such that the /-reduced form of T~XYT is
T2xhT2.

If |£2|>0 then sgp{(7, T2xhT2) == sgp{U) * sgp{£2-'A£2} (see [5, p.

355]), so in this case one can take (X, Y) to be (U, Tf^TJ.

Suppose £2 is empty. If U is /-free then take (X, Y) to be (U, A). Assume

from now on that U involves /.

(*) Single relation.
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Case A. For each integer n with h" ¥> 1, Uh"U, U~xhnU, Uh"U~x are

t- reduced.

Then sgp{ U, h) = sgp{ U) * sgp{A}. Take (X, Y) to be the pair (U, A).

Case B. For some integer n0 with h"" ¥= I, Uhn,>U is not t-reduced.

Then U~xh"U and Uh"U~x are /-reduced for all integers n for which

A"=¿ 1 (see [5, p. 355]).
Suppose that for every integer «, at most [(\U\ — l)/2] /-symbols are

removed from each copy of U in /-reducing Uh"U. Then it is not difficult to

see [5, p. 356] that after /-reducing a word Um,h"lUm2h''1 • • • U^h"1 (I >

0, m¡ =£ 0, h"1 ¥= 1 for i = 1,..., /) at least one /-symbol from each oc-

currence of U remains, so that sgp{ U, h) = sgp{ U) * sgp{A}. It thus suffices

to take (X, Y) to be the pair (U, A).

Now suppose that U = PQ where ÖA"£ /-reduces to a /-free word u for

some integer n. Then transform (17, A) to (u, P~xhP). Now since P~xhP and

PuP~l are /-reduced it follows, using Lemma 9 of [5], that sgp{w, P~lhP) =*

sgp{«} * sgp{£_IA£}.Take(*, Y) to be the pair (u, P~lhP).

Case C. For some integer n0 with h"<>=£ I, U~xh"0U is not t-reduced.

Then U~xh"U is not /-reduced for all integers n with A" ̂  1, and Uh"U is

/-reduced for all integers n (see [5, p. 356]).

Suppose p /-symbols from U are used up in /-reducing U~xhU. Let £ be

the initial segment of U up to and including the pth /-symbol of U, and let

Ux be the rest of U. Suppose that q /-symbols from Ux are used up in

/-reducing UxhU{~1 and let Q~x be the initial segment of Ux~x up to and

including the qth /-symbol (thus Q is empty if q = 0). Then U = PUQ. Now

it is not difficult to show that if U is not /-free then sgp{i/, A} =

sgp{[/} * sgp{A} (see [5, pp. 356-357]), and so in this situation one can take

(X, Y)to be the pair (U,h).

If U is /-free then transform the pair (PUQ, A) to (QPU, v), where v is the

/-reduced form of QhQ~x. Let Z denote the word QPU. Then Z~xvZ

/-reduces to a /-free word. This implies that all the exponents to which /

occurs in Z have the same sign. For suppose by way of contradiction that

Z = SzV where S has last symbol /"', V has first symbol t', and z is /-free.

Now S~xvS /-reduces to give a nontrivial element A of K_t, and since

V~lz~xkzV is not /-reduced it follows that z~xkz E K_t, which implies

z 6 A.., by malnormality. But this contradicts the fact that Z is /-reduced.

It has been shown that Z has the form znt'zxt'z2 - - • t'zr where the z¡ are

/-free. If e = 1 then take (X, Y) to be the pair (tzxtz2 • • • tzrZn, zj¡~lvzn). If

£ = -1 then take (X, Y) to be the pair (tz~Jx • • • tzx~xtz^xz~x,zrwz~x),

where w is the /-reduced form of Z " xvZ.

Case D. For some integer n0 with A"0 ̂  1 in G, Uh"0U~l is not t-reduced.

An argument similar to that used in Case C above (replace U by U~x)

applies.
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3. Properry-SR. The aim of this section is to establish the following result.

Let B = <x, y, A,... ; R") where R is cyclically reduced and n > 1. Then B

has property-SR.

This result will be proved by induction on the length of R, making use of

the fact that if R involves at least two generators then B can be embedded

into an HNN group whose base is a one-relator group, the relator F" of

which has length less than L(R"). The following three results will therefore be

useful. All of the results refer to a fixed but arbitrary HNN group G with the

following structure. Let

L = (ao,...,aN, c(. (i E Z), dt (i E Z),... ; Q")

where N > 0, n > 1 and Q is a cyclically reduced word which involves a0

and aN. Then G is the HNN group with base L, stable letter /, and associated

subgroups

A_x = sgp{ao, • • •, %-i» c¡ (i G Z), d¡ (i GZ),...}

and

Ax = sgp{a„ ...,aN, c¡ (i G Z), d¡ (i GZ),...}.

The action of / is given by

t~xa¡t = ai+x   foxi = 0,... ,N - 1,

t-%t = bi+x,      rty-cl+„...       (/GZ).

Proposition 1. Let p be a positive integer, let k be a nonempty cyclically

reduced word in the generators of A_x, and let h be a t-free word. Assume that

hkh~x G Ax and let k(0), . . ., £(X) be the standard L-elements. Then a set of

defining relations between the generators tph, £(0),..., k^ of sgp{tph, k) is

obtained by finding a set of defining relations between A:(0),..., £(A) and then

adding the relations (tph)-xk^(tph) = fc(,+I>, / = 0,..., X - 1.

This follows from Proposition 1 of [7] and its Corollary, together with the

fact that L has property-I by Theorem 4 of [7].

Note that Proposition 1 was used above to obtain (ft)-

Proposition 2. Let u be a cyclically reduced word in a^ c0, d0,... which

involves a0, and let v be an element of G which does not belong to

sgp{a<)> co> d0,. ..). Suppose that L has property-SR. Then every relation

between u and v is a consequence of a single relation T'(u, v) = 1, with / > 1.

This result is a corollary of the proof of Proposition 2 of [7]. Following

through the proof of that proposition it can be seen that either sgp{w, v) is a

free product of nontrivial cyclic groups, one of infinite order, or there are

integers m, r, e with 0 < r < N such that t~r(vum)ctr = tph, where 0 < p, A

is /-free, (tph)-xur(t"h) EL, hurh~l G Ax if p > 0 (here ur    is the word
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obtained from u by replacing a0 by ar, c0 by cr, d0 by dr,... ). In the former

case it follows from the Grushko-Neumann Theorem that every relation

between u and v is a consequence of a single relation T'(u, v) = 1 with / > 1.

In the latter case it suffices to show that every relation between tph and ur is a

consequence of a single relation Sq(tph, ur) = 1 with q > 1. If p = 0 this

follows from the fact that L has property-SR (note that A G

sgp{a„ cr, d„...}).

Suppose p > 0, and let uj®,..., «r(X) be the standard L-elements. Then

every relation between Hr(0),..., ujV is a consequence of a single relation

K«(«r(0),. .., u™) = 1, with q > 1. This follows from the fact that L has

property-SR in the case when X = 1. On the other hand suppose X > 1, so

that A G A _,. If wr(X) G A _, then (Aur(0)A " \ ..., Au,(X)A " ') is (a0, ̂ -admissi-

ble and so Theorem 1 of [6] applies, whereas if wr(X) G A _, then Mr(0),..., «r(X)

freely generate a subgroup of A_x. It now follows from Proposition 1 that

every relation between tph and ur is a consequence of the single relation

V(ur,..., (tph)~\(tph)x) = 1.

Proposition 3. Let u be a nonempty freely reduced word in t, c0, do,...,

and let v be an element of G which does not belong to sgp{/, c0, d0,... ).

Suppose L has property-SR.  Then    every relation between u and v is a

consequence of a single relation T'(u, v) = 1 with / > 1.

Conjugating u and v by an element of sgp{/, c0, i/0,. .. } if necessary, it

can be assumed without loss of generality that « is a nonempty cyclically

reduced word in /, c0, do,....

Proposition 3 is a corollary of the proof of Proposition 3 of [7]. As in the

proof of that proposition obtain from (u, v) the pair (tmk, tpz). Notice that if

m = 0 then k is a nonempty cyclically reduced word in c, (i G Z), d¡ (i E

Z),. ... Notice also that there are integers, q, ß, u such that

tmk = t~"utq,       tpz = t~qußvuat9,

so that in order to show that every relation between u and v is a consequence

of a single relation T'(u, v) = 1 (/ > 1), it suffices to show that every relation

between tmk and tpz is a consequence of a single relation U'(tmk, tpz) = 1.

Follow through the various cases in the proof of Proposition 3 of [7]. Cases

1, 2, 3 and Subcases 4.2, 4.4 are straightforward. For Subcase 4.1 the result

follows from the fact that L has property-SR. Consider Subcase 4.3. One has

(tpz, k) with p > 0, and there are just two standard L-elements &(0), k{X\

where km E A_x, km & A_x, km ¥= I. Since L has property-SR, every

relation between A;(0) and km is a consequence of a single relation

V'(k(0), km) = 1, where / > 1. Consequently, by Proposition 1 above, every

relation between tpz and A: is a consequence of the relation

V'(k, (tpz)-xk(tpz))= 1.
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It will now be established that if B = (x,y, b,... ; £">, where £ is

cyclically reduced and « > 1, then B has property-SR. As mentioned above

the proof is by induction on L(R).

If L(R) = 0 then B is freely generated by x,y, b,..., and so every

subgroup of B is free. The result now follows easily.

Suppose that £(£) > 0. Let « be a freely reduced word iny, b,... with

u ¥= 1 and suppose v E sgp{y, b,. .. }. It will be shown that every relation

between u and v is a consequence of a single relation T'(u, v) = 1 with / > 1.

It suffices to consider the situation where « is a cyclically reduced word in

y,b,-

Case A. x does not occur in R.

Then B is the free product of the free group on x and the one-relator

group generated by the remaining generators. The result follows using the

theory of free products.

Case B. No generator occurring in u also occurs in R.

Let £ denote the free group on those generators which occur in u, and let

B' be the one-relator group generated by the remaining generators of B.

Then B is the free product of £ and £', and u E F, v E F. The result now

follows using the theory of free products.

Case C. x occurs in R with zero-sum exponent, one of the generators occurs in

both u and R.

Suppose for définiteness that y occurs in u and £. Consider the HNN

presentation of B with stable letter x and fixed generator y. By the inductive

hypothesis the base of £ has property-SR, so it follows from Proposition 2

that every relation between u and v is a consequence of a single relation

T'(u,v)= 1 with/ > 1.

Case D. x occurs in R, one of the generators which occurs in u occurs in R

with zero-sum exponent.

Suppose y occurs in u and £ and a (R) = 0. Consider the HNN presenta-

tion of B with stable letter y and fixed generator x. Then the base has

property-SR by the inductive hypothesis, so the result follows from Proposi-

tion 3.

Case E. x occurs in R, ox(R) =£ 0, one of the generators which occurs in u

occurs in R with non-zero-sum exponent.

Suppose for definiteness that y occurs in u and £, and oy(R) ¥" 0. Let

a = ox(R) and ß = oy(R). Let £, = </, a, b,... ; £{■>, where £, is the word

obtained from £ by replacing each occurrence of x by at~& and each

occurrence of y by t", and then cyclically reducing. Then B is embedded into

£, by the homomorphism

*:x r->at-ß,   y H> Ia,   b h* b,. ..,

and sgp{/, b,...} n *(£) = sgp{/a, b,...}.
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Now £, certainly involves a and, moreover, o,(Rx) = 0. Thus one can

consider the HNN presentation of £, with stable letter / and fixed generator

a. The base of £, is another one-relator group, the relator of which has length

less than £(£"). Consequently the base has property-SR by the inductive

hypothesis, and so it follows from Proposition 3 that every relation between

ty(u) and ^(d) is a consequence of a single relation £'(¥(«), ^(v)) = 1 with

/ > 1. Thus every relation between u and v is a consequence of T'(u, v) = 1.
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